BIG SHOT LOVE
Right here, we have countless book BIG SHOT LOVE and
collections to check out. We additionally manage to pay for
variant types and furthermore type of the books to browse. The
normal book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as
competently as various new sorts of books are readily
approachable here.
As this BIG SHOT LOVE , it ends taking place mammal one of the
favored books BIG SHOT LOVE collections that we have. This is
why you remain in the best website to see the amazing books to
have.

Big Shots - Harvey Kubernik
2014-11-04
The sixties was a time of
newfound creative freedom,
from which emerged icons who
continue to inspire us to this
day. Los Angeles was a
polestar for the music and
entertainment that gave
expression to this remarkable
time, and Guy Webster, Nikon
in hand, bore witness to it all.
With his controversial cover
shot on the Mamas and the
Papas' first album, Webster
firmly established his
reputation as a photographer
big-shot-love

capable not only of capturing
the emotional nuance of the
era, but also of helping to
define it.
The Poisonwood Bible Barbara Kingsolver 2008-09-04
'Breathtaking.' Sunday Times
'Exquisite.' The Times
'Beautiful.' Independent
'Powerful.' New York Times An
international bestseller and a
modern classic, this
suspenseful epic of one family's
tragic undoing and their
remarkable reconstruction has
been read, adored and shared
by millions around the world.
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This story is told by the wife
and four daughters of Nathan
Price, a fierce, evangelical
Baptist who takes his family
and mission to the Belgian
Congo in 1959. They carry with
them everything they believe
they will need from home, but
soon find that all of it - from
garden seeds to Scripture - is
calamitously transformed on
African soil. What readers are
saying 'This remains one of the
most fascinating books I have
ever read.' 'I felt every emotion
under the sky with this book.'
'Riveting.' 'This novel left a
lasting - YEARS LASTING impression.' 'This is one of
those booksthat stands the test
of time and is worth rereading.'
'Five epic, no-wonder-thisbook-is-so-well-loved stars!'
Slave to Love - Julie A.
Richman 2016-01-07
Assigned to work together on a
major project, CEO Hale
Lundstrom and sales executive
Sierra Stone find their feelings
for each other impossible to
resist.
The Legendary Mechanic - Qi
Peijia 2021-07-28
What do you do when you wake
big-shot-love

up and find yourself inside the
very game that you love? What
do you do when you realize you
that you have not only become
an NPC - you have even been
thrown back in time to before
the game even launched! What
will happen when our
protagonist's two realities
coincide? Han Xiao was a
professional power leveler
before his transmigration.
Using his past life's knowledge,
Han Xiao sweeps through the
universe as he prepares for the
arrival of the players. This is
definitely not your typical
transmigration novel.
Sexy Jerk - Kim Karr
2017-05-23
My best friend is married.
Everyone I know is married. It
doesn't bother me. I like my life
the way it is. Since I'm single
though, when my best friend
and her husband decide to
finally go on their dream
honeymoon, she asks me to
watch their three-year-old son.
Of course I say yes. What my
best friend neglects to tell me
is that I won't be babysitting
alone. Feeling Max might be
too much for me to handle, her
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husband asks his only single
friend to help. Nick Carrington
and I have met a couple of
dozen times. I've never really
given him a second thoughtother than to say he's kind of a
jerk. Out loud. So he can hear.
Sure, he's tall, dark, and
handsome. And yes, he has the
best ass I've ever seen, and I
mean ever seen quite literally.
You see he mooned me at last
year's Fourth of July barbecue
because, like I said, he's a jerk.
He always has to be the life of
the party. He's also arrogant.
Imposing. Rich. And a playboy.
I'd even go as far as to say he's
a manwhore. Yet somehow
before I know it, this
manwhore and I are coparenting. Living under the
same roof. Eating meals
together and yes, talking. Don't
look at me like that-it's not like
I had a choice. Even though I
knew every minute would be
hell, I had to say yes. But after
two weeks what I didn't expect
is that I'd been wrong about
him. That under his smartass
exterior, he's actually quite
charming. That his arrogance
is actually confidence. And that
big-shot-love

the sight of his naked body
would do really bad things to
me. So yes, I've misjudged him.
And yes, I like him. Really like
him. Although there are times I
still think he's a jerk...I now
think he's a sexy jerk. And I
want more of him. The question
is-does he want more of me?
Mr. Big Love - S. E. Lund
2019-06-10
Mr. Big Shot becomes Mr. Big
Love as Alexa and Luke's
relationship deepens. The road
to true love never runs straight
and old enemies and new
threats arise to challenge their
commitment to each other.
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Big Shot
(Book 16) - Jeff Kinney
2021-10-26
In Big Shot, book 16 of the
hilarious Diary of a Wimpy Kid
series from #1 international
bestselling author Jeff Kinney,
Greg Heffley and sports just
don't mix. After a disastrous
competition at school, Greg
decides that he's officially
retired from ANY kind of sport!
That is, until his mom
persuades him to give it one
more go and makes Greg
reluctantly agree to sign up for
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basketball. Tryouts are a
MESS, and Greg is sure he
won't make the cut. But he
unexpectedly lands a spot on
the worst team. As Greg and
his new teammates start the
season, their chances of
winning even a single game
look slim. But in sports,
anything can happen. When
everything is on the line and
the ball is in Greg's hands, will
he rise to the occasion? Or will
he blow his big shot? See the
Wimpy Kid World in a whole
new way with the help of Greg
Heffley's best friend in the
instant #1 bestsellers Diary of
an Awesome Friendly Kid:
Rowley Jefferson's Journal,
Rowley Jefferson's Awesome
Friendly Adventure and Rowley
Jefferson's Awesome Friendly
Spooky Stories! WHAT'S IN
DIARY OF A WIMPY KID? 50%
words, 50% cartoons, 100%
hilarious! Stories that all
readers can't wait to get their
hands on Laughter guaranteed!
Have you read all the DIARY
OF A WIMPY KID series? Diary
of a Wimpy Kid Diary of a
Wimpy Kid: Roderick Rules
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Last
big-shot-love

Straw Diary of a Wimpy Kid:
Dog Days Diary of a Wimpy
Kid: The Ugly Truth Diary of a
Wimpy Kid: Cabin Fever Diary
of a Wimpy Kid: The Third
Wheel Diary of a Wimpy Kid:
Hard Luck Diary of a Wimpy
Kid: The Long Haul Diary of a
Wimpy Kid: Old School Diary of
a Wimpy Kid: Double Down
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The
Getaway Diary of a Wimpy Kid:
The Meltdown Diary of a
Wimpy Kid: Wrecking Ball
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Big Shot
- The hilarious BRAND NEW
novel - pre-order now!
Big Magic - Elizabeth Gilbert
2015-09-22
The instant #1 NEW YORK
TIMES Bestseller "A must read
for anyone hoping to live a
creative life... I dare you not to
be inspired to be brave, to be
free, and to be curious.”
—PopSugar From the
worldwide bestselling author of
Eat Pray Love and City of Girls:
the path to the vibrant,
fulfilling life you’ve dreamed
of. Readers of all ages and
walks of life have drawn
inspiration and empowerment
from Elizabeth Gilbert’s books
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for years. Now this beloved
author digs deep into her own
generative process to share her
wisdom and unique perspective
about creativity. With profound
empathy and radiant
generosity, she offers potent
insights into the mysterious
nature of inspiration. She asks
us to embrace our curiosity and
let go of needless suffering.
She shows us how to tackle
what we most love, and how to
face down what we most fear.
She discusses the attitudes,
approaches, and habits we
need in order to live our most
creative lives. Balancing
between soulful spirituality and
cheerful pragmatism, Gilbert
encourages us to uncover the
“strange jewels” that are
hidden within each of us.
Whether we are looking to
write a book, make art, find
new ways to address
challenges in our work, embark
on a dream long deferred, or
simply infuse our everyday
lives with more mindfulness
and passion, Big Magic cracks
open a world of wonder and
joy.
British Big Shot - Jh Croix
big-shot-love

2021-03-28
Next level opposites attract. If
there's a contest for two people
who don't belong together,
Jasper and I would definitely
win. Jasper's tall, dark, and
waaaay too handsome to be on
my farm. He's an uptight
British big-shot, and my goat
got mud all over him only
minutes after he showed up.
It's safe to say we didn't get off
to the best start. To make
matters complicated, Jasper
owns half of my farm. I'm
broke, he's dripping with
money, and I hate him on sight.
Inconveniently, hating him only
seems to make me want him
more. Even worse, he's staying
here. On the farm. With me.
Because of some ridiculous
clause in his grandfather's will.
Life didn't prepare me to resist
a man as devastatingly
charming as Jasper. We're next
level opposites, and my
hormones aren't getting the
memo that we do not belong
together. Except, maybe we do.
Maybe Jasper is about to prove
me wrong.
Mr. Big Shot - S. E. Lund
2017-07-17
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Introducing MR. BIG SHOT, a
sexy new standalone romance
from USA Today Bestselling
Author S. E. Lund: It all started
so innocently, but sometimes
the biggest moments in your
life start with the smallest
events... The email dropped
into my mailbox about nine
thirty on Tuesday night. I
opened it, surprised to see that
the email had been sent to a
mailbox and email address I
hadn't used for ages. To:
Lexi911@yahoo.com Reply-To:
mrbigshot69@gmail.com Re:
Emergency Hey, is this Sexy
Lexi? I got your email from
John. I have a 9-1-1, and need
your services. Big family dinner
on Saturday at the ballroom,
Cipriani Wall Street, and will
be surrounded by family and
business associates. John said
you were really high class and
brainy. In other words, not
your usual escort. If you're
available, wear something
amazing but conservative. John
showed me the menu. I'll take a
standard date with no add-ons.
The usual conditions apply.
Cheers, MBS "Oh, my God..."
"What?" Candace, my BFF, my
big-shot-love

partner in crime and the one
person who could talk me into
almost anything, glanced over
my shoulder and read the email
on the screen. "He thinks
you're and escort and wants
you to attend a family dinner?
What kind of jerk invites an
escort to a family dinner?" "A
big one." I chewed a nail and
considered. "Should I write him
back?" She smiled, an evil
gleam in her eyes. How many
times had the girl got me in
trouble? Luckily, I emerged
from my teenage years alive,
relatively unscathed, and
without a criminal record, but
only just barely. So, I should
have known to trust my own
gut. But I didn't... Now, I have
to give the performance of my
life and play an escort to one of
Manhattan's hottest young
billionaires so I can tell the
story to my girlfriends at
brunch on Sunday. When the
performance starts to feel too
real, will I get out with my
heart intact? Will I want to?
Big Shots! - 2019-03-26
A unique record of hip-hop
history from the late 1990s
through to the present,
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captured through informal
Polaroid portraiture. Just as
Andy Warhol: Red Books
defined a generation of artists,
Big Shots offers a collection of
photos that captures the
energy of the world of hip-hop
and the greater worlds of
music and fashion alike.
Started as snaps of friends and
visitors, this unprecedented
volume shot by Phillip Leeds,
former tour manager of Kelis
and N.E.R.D., is a compilation
of previously unpublished work
documenting some of the
biggest names in hip-hop and
fashion. His collection of
Polaroid portraits has
effectively grown to capture an
important moment in music
and fashion. With more than
250 Polaroids of artists and
figures including Mos Def, Jay
Z, Tyler the Creator, Questlove, and Rita Ora, Big Shots
gives readers a unique and
oftentimes impromptu look into
an era of music and fashion
shared through the evernostalgic format of the
Polaroid.
The Big Sleep - Raymond
Chandler 2020-04-03
big-shot-love

The Big Sleep and (1939 and )
is a hardboiled crime novel by
Raymond Chandler, the first to
feature the detective Philip
Marlowe. It has been adapted
for film twice, in 1946 and
again in 1978. The story is set
in Los Angeles. The story is
noted for its complexity, with
characters double-crossing one
another and secrets being
exposed throughout the
narrative. The title is a
euphemism for death; the final
pages of the book refer to a
rumination about "sleeping the
big sleep". In 1999, the book
was voted 96th of Le Monde
and 's "100 Books of the
Century". In 2005, it was
included in Time magazine and
's "List of the 100 Best Novels".
Slamdunked By Love - Jamie
Wesley 2015-12-14
Revenge is supposed to be
sweet... Caitlin Monroe is
ready to confront her past.
Years ago, her father ditched
her mother for the NBA,
leaving her pregnant and
alone. Now he’s a big-shot
coach, and Caitlin’s ready to
take the so-called “family man”
down. But on her way to the
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team gala, her car breaks
down, and it’s her father’s sexy
new star player who comes to
her rescue. Brady Hudson
wants nothing more than to put
his past behind him and
concentrate on winning the
championship for his new
team. But when he finds
himself the recipient of
unwanted attention—attention
that could destroy his
career—he introduces the
beautiful woman he saved on
the side of the road as his
"girlfriend." Brady needs to
focus on his job. And Caitlin
isn’t about to date an athlete
whose career is riding on her
father—though he is a
convenient way to get the dirt
she needs. But sometimes love
has other ideas, and it’s not
long before their pretend
relationship becomes a liability
neither can resist... Each book
in the One on One series is
STANDALONE: * Tell Me
Something Good * Slamdunked
by Love * The Deal with Love
Big Shot - Kim Karr
2017-07-22
Jace Bennett was the kind of
man you would love forever.
big-shot-love

Tall, dark, and brooding, there
was just something about him
that drew you in and made
your pulse race from the
moment you laid eyes on him.
It might have been that slow,
sexy smile or his filthy, dirty
mouth. It could have been the
way he had about him that
made you feel like you were the
only thing that mattered. Or
just simply that when he looked
at you, you instantly became
weak in the knees. Even after
ten long years of not seeing
him, I couldn¿t deny that he
still made my heart pound.
Then again, to me he would
always be that hot guy sitting
on the counter at a frat party
that I knew I wanted to marry
before I even said my first
hello. From what I could tell
though, to him I wasn¿t the
same girl I once had been. To
him I was now the one he¿d let
slip away. Just someone he
used to know. And I didn't
think that was ever going to
change. The thing that sucked
about love¿there was never any
going back to the way it used
to be. And somehow I had to
learn to deal with
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that...because like it or not I
was stuck with him
Big Shot Goes to the Big
Apple - Elizabeth Bixby
2012-04-25
Travel along with Big Shot the
bold adventurous dog to New
York City. Readers will love to
journey with brave rat terrier
as he travels to the City that
never sleeps. Big Shot
encounters situations in the
bustling streets which test his
wit and bravery. New York City
holds out danger for Big Shot
as he walks into places he has
never been before. Big Shot
follows his dreams to New York
City to see the big Apple and
get his first taste of real
authentic New York City Pizza.
You will delight as Big Shot
travels and does what a dog
has to do in order to make his
way in the Big City. His quick
mind and street smarts help
him to tackle the toughest
situations. -Shot-emerges as a
rat terrier with Big Dreams and
a keen sense of adventure.
Bigshot Boss - Cat Carmine
2017
Be careful who you spill your
secrets to...Some women just
big-shot-love

have it — that combination of
stunning looks and sexual
confidence that brings men to
their knees.Not me.My last
boyfriend once fell asleep while
we were … you know. Not my
proudest moment.And my
crush on my hot, arrogant and
oh-so-unattainable CEO? Never
going to happen.But one night,
after too much wine, I find
myself online, creating a profile
for a sex kitten called
SweetVixen. Safe behind my
computer screen, I’m suddenly
the seductive goddess of my
wildest imagination.Next thing
I know, I’ve spent a month
sharing every filthy fantasy I’ve
ever had with a man I know
only as Mister Bigshot. A man
who can make my toes curl
with just a few keystrokes. A
man who brings new meaning
to the eggplant emoji.A man
who now wants to meet in
person.Dressed in my rarelyused little black dress and
heels higher than my
expectations, I gather my
courage and cross the
restaurant toward the stranger
who’s been teasing me
mercilessly all month.But then
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I come to a dead stop. Right in
the middle of the restaurant.
Frozen in place like a deer in
the candlelight.Because the
man sitting there waiting on
me is no stranger.The man I’ve
bared everything to — and I do
mean everything — is none
other than my hot, arrogant,
and oh-so-unattainable
CEO.Mister Bigshot is … my
boss.And trust me, there’s no
emoji for the way he’s looking
at me right now ...
Benny the Big Shot Goes to
Camp - Bonnie Bader
2012-04-12
Benny thinks he's the best at
everything. He is such a big
shot! But when Benny gets to
camp, he's not very good at
anything. When some campers
get into trouble, can Benny be
the best at saving the day?
BIG-SHOT BACHELOR - Nicola
Marsh 2020-03-01
Ariel is struggling to keep the
gallery she inherited from the
woman who raised her afloat.
It won’t be long until she’s
attacked by the land shark
who’s hoping to redevelop the
area. She has to do everything
in her power to keep that from
big-shot-love

happening, even if it means
painting a portrait of a nude
male for a large sum of money
despite not wanting to do it.
When it comes time to meet
her model, she’s faced by
Cooper, a calm man who’s not
what she expected. She’s
charmed by his Grecian
features, having no clue that
he’s the man hoping to buy her
gallery…
Well Built - Carly Phillips
2017-07-25
Dirty Sexy Saint (Dirty Sexy
Series Book One)
Emily's Big Shot - Bryan
Patrick Avery 2021
Emily has trouble
simultaneously managing her
wheelchair and passing the ball
in her class's games of floor
hockey, so classmates Dmitry
and Ryan offer to help her
improve--first lesson is learn to
relax and not get nervous.
Includes a special activity
reinforcing social emotional
learning skills.
Big Shot - Kirsten Weiss
2022-05-31
Small Town. Big Murder. Hi.
I’m Alice. The number one
secret to my success as a
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bodyguard? Staying under the
radar. But when a public
disaster blew up my career and
my reputation, my perfect, solo
life took a hard left turn to
crazy town. And to bodies. Lots
of dead bodies. I thought my
hometown of Nowhere would
be an out-of-the-way refuge to
wait out the media storm. It
wasn’t. My little brother had
moved into a treehouse. The
town had the bright idea of
attracting tourists with the
world’s largest collection of big
things... Nowhere now has the
world’s largest pizza cutter.
And lawn flamingo. And ball of
yarn... And then I stumbled
over a dead body. All the
evidence points to my brother
being the bad guy. I may have
been out of his life for a
while—okay, five blissful
years—but I know he’s no
killer. Can I clear my brother
before he becomes Nowhere’s
next Big Fatality? Buy this
quirky, fast-paced mystery
series now! Murder mystery
game included!
Stuck-Up Big Shot - Sierra Hill
2020-10-11
The last thing I expected on the
big-shot-love

first day of my dog sitting job
was a middle-of-the-night fire
alarm. Things go from chaotic
to scorching hot when I run
into my old crush, Miles
Thatcher, on my way out of the
building.Talk about disastrous
timing. I haven't seen him in
years - seven to be exact.Since
the day we buried his sister my best friend.That was both
the best and worst day of my
life.It was also the day Miles
kissed me - and promptly
forgot about me.Some things
never change. He still has no
clue who I am. Miles is no
longer the boy I fell in love
with. Now he's just a stuck-up
big shot with a big bank
account and bigger ego.I wish I
didn't still have feelings for him
but seeing him again only
makes me want him more. If
only Miles would finally 'see'
me. A lot can happen in seven
years, but time hasn't erased
the guilt he carries.
Underneath his fancy façade is
a man who can't get over the
grief of losing his baby sister...
or the regret of not being able
to prevent it.And I'm just the
girl who can't get over him.
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The Great Gatsby (LARGE
PRINT) - F. Scott Fitzgerald
2021-01-26
*LARGE PRINT EDITION*
"Leaves the reader in a mood
of chastened wonder . . . A
revelation of life . . . A work of
art." —Los Angeles Times Set
in during the Roaring Twenties,
this masterful story by F. Scott
Fitzgerald is told through the
eyes of Nick Carraway, a young
man who moves to Long Island
and attempts to learn the bond
business in New York City after
the war. There, he co-mingles
on Long Island with his affluent
and wealthy socialite cousin
Daisy Buchanan, her brute of a
husband Tom, and friend
Jordan Baker. Nick's new
residence sits across the bay
from Daisy and Tom's house,
and right next to a mysterious
mansion. He begins to hear
rumors of an infamous man
named Gatsby who resides
there. Eventually, when Gatsby
learns of Nick's ties to Daisy,
he extends Nick an invitation
to one of his lavish parties.
Gatsby's plan to court Daisy, in
an attempt to revive a previous
love affair, eventually bubbles
big-shot-love

to the surface and tragedy
ensues. Dubbed the Great
American Novel more than any
other piece of literature to
date, The Great Gatsby is sure
to captivate readers with it's
exquisitely crafted prose and
poignant message about trying
to relive the past.
Nineteen Eighty-Four George Orwell 2021-01-09
"Nineteen Eighty-Four: A
Novel", often published as
"1984", is a dystopian social
science fiction novel by English
novelist George Orwell. It was
published on 8 June 1949 by
Secker & Warburg as Orwell's
ninth and final book completed
in his lifetime. Thematically,
"Nineteen Eighty-Four" centres
on the consequences of
totalitarianism, mass
surveillance, and repressive
regimentation of persons and
behaviours within society.
Orwell, himself a democratic
socialist, modelled the
authoritarian government in
the novel after Stalinist Russia.
More broadly, the novel
examines the role of truth and
facts within politics and the
ways in which they are
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manipulated. The story takes
place in an imagined future,
the year 1984, when much of
the world has fallen victim to
perpetual war, omnipresent
government surveillance,
historical negationism, and
propaganda. Great Britain,
known as Airstrip One, has
become a province of a
totalitarian superstate named
Oceania that is ruled by the
Party who employ the Thought
Police to persecute
individuality and independent
thinking. Big Brother, the
leader of the Party, enjoys an
intense cult of personality
despite the fact that he may
not even exist. The protagonist,
Winston Smith, is a diligent
and skillful rank-and-file
worker and Outer Party
member who secretly hates the
Party and dreams of rebellion.
He enters into a forbidden
relationship with a colleague,
Julia, and starts to remember
what life was like before the
Party came to power.
Bart Simpson - Matt Groening
2013
"Stand back in wonder as the
brashest and boldest boy in
big-shot-love

Springfield makes the big time!
First, Bart gets the big idea
that he'll be rolling in the
dough by going green.Then,
Nelson stands trial, and the
only thing that prevents him
from going to jail is Bart's big
mouth. After a field trip
adventure under the circus big
top and a scheme to get on the
big screen, Bart plays big
brother to Lisa and Maggie,
only to find himself in big
trouble! Finally, Bart and
Milhouse make a big racket
while building a rocket and
become a big threat to national
security!"--P. [4] of cover.
All You Knead Is Love Tanya Guerrero 2021-03-30
Tanya Guerrero's All You
Knead Is Love is a
contemporary middle grade
coming-of-age novel about a
twelve-year-old multiracial
Filipino and Spanish girl who
goes to live with her
grandmother for the summer,
gaining confidence through a
newly discovered passion for
baking, perfect for fans of
Hello, Universe and Merci
Suarez Changes Gears.
Sometimes you find home
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where you least expect it.
Twelve-year-old Alba doesn't
want to live with her estranged
grandmother in Barcelona. She
wants to stay with her mom,
even if that means enduring
her dad's cutting comments to
them both. But in her new
home, Alba forms a close
relationship with her
grandmother, gains a
supportive father figure and
new friends, and even
discovers a passion and talent
for baking. And through
getting to know the city her
mother used to call home, Alba
starts to understand her
mother better—and may just be
able to make their family whole
again.
Love Times Infinity - Lane
Clarke 2022-07-26
The swoon of Nicola Yoon
meets the emotional punch of
Elizabeth Acevedo in this
layered rom-com that answers
big questions about identity,
family, and love. High school
junior Michie is struggling to
define who she is for her
scholarship essays, her big
shot at making it into Brown as
a first-generation college
big-shot-love

student. The prompts would be
hard for anyone, but Michie's
been estranged from her
mother since she was seven
and her concept of family has
long felt murky. Enter new kid
and basketball superstar Derek
de la Rosa. He is very cute,
very talented, and very much
has his eye on Michie, no
matter how invisible she
believes herself to be. When
Michie's mother unexpectedly
reaches out to make amends,
and with her scholarship
deadlines looming, Michie must
choose whether to reopen old
wounds or close the door on
her past. And as she spends
more time with Derek, she'll
have to decide how much of
her heart she is willing to
share. Because while Michie
may not know who she is, she's
starting to realize who she
wants to become, if only she
can take a chance on Derek, on
herself, and on her future.
Shot Clock Slam - Chris Kreie
2010-08
Perry Boyd is his team's best
offensive player, but when he
starts to feel threatened by the
talent and size of his teammate
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Jason Carter, he becomes
reluctant to share the ball with
him, threatening his team's
chances at a state
championship.
Big Girl: A Novel - Mecca
Jamilah Sullivan 2022-07-12
Exquisitely compassionate and
witty, Big Girl traces the
intergenerational hungers and
desires of Black womanhood,
as told through the
unforgettable voice of Malaya
Clondon. In her highly
anticipated debut novel, Mecca
Jamilah Sullivan explores the
perils—and undeniable
beauty—of insatiable longing.
Growing up in a rapidly
changing Harlem, eight-yearold Malaya hates when her
mother drags her to Weight
Watchers meetings; she’d
rather paint alone in her
bedroom or enjoy forbidden
street foods with her father.
For Malaya, the pressures of
her predominantly white Upper
East Side prep school are
relentless, as are the
expectations passed down from
her painfully proper mother
and sharp-tongued
grandmother. As she comes of
big-shot-love

age in the 1990s, she finds
solace in the music of Biggie
Smalls and Aaliyah, but her
weight continues to
climb—until a family tragedy
forces her to face the source of
her hunger, ultimately
shattering her inherited
stigmas surrounding women’s
bodies, and embracing her own
desire. Written with vibrant
lyricism shot through with
tenderness, Big Girl announces
Sullivan as an urgent and vital
voice in contemporary fiction.
Big Shot (Mills & Boon
Desire) - Katy Evans
2019-07-11
He always gets his way... until
he meets his match.
Faking It - Carly Phillips
2017-04-11
Confirmed bachelor Max
Sterling isn't into rescuing
damsels in distress, but when
the very tempting Hailey
Ellison needs his help, there's
only one thing for him to do.
Step in and pose as her loving
fiancé. Except there is nothing
fake about his attraction to her,
or how much he wants her
beneath him in his bed,
moaning his name. But what
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starts as a sexy, flirty,
temporary engagement,
quickly becomes something
more serious that neither one
ever anticipated.
The Love Hypothesis - Ali
Hazelwood 2021-09-14
The Instant New York Times
Bestseller and TikTok
Sensation! As seen on THE
VIEW! A BuzzFeed Best
Summer Read of 2021 When a
fake relationship between
scientists meets the irresistible
force of attraction, it throws
one woman's carefully
calculated theories on love into
chaos. As a third-year Ph.D.
candidate, Olive Smith doesn't
believe in lasting romantic
relationships--but her best
friend does, and that's what got
her into this situation.
Convincing Anh that Olive is
dating and well on her way to a
happily ever after was always
going to take more than handwavy Jedi mind tricks:
Scientists require proof. So,
like any self-respecting
biologist, Olive panics and
kisses the first man she sees.
That man is none other than
Adam Carlsen, a young hotshot
big-shot-love

professor--and well-known ass.
Which is why Olive is positively
floored when Stanford's
reigning lab tyrant agrees to
keep her charade a secret and
be her fake boyfriend. But
when a big science conference
goes haywire, putting Olive's
career on the Bunsen burner,
Adam surprises her again with
his unyielding support and
even more unyielding...six-pack
abs. Suddenly their little
experiment feels dangerously
close to combustion. And Olive
discovers that the only thing
more complicated than a
hypothesis on love is putting
her own heart under the
microscope.
Big Shot - Carly Phillips
2017-01-17
A fun, flirty, standalone
romance. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px
0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 16.0px
Verdana; -webkit-text-stroke:
#000000} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px
0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 16.0px
Verdana; -webkit-text-stroke:
#000000; min-height: 19.0px}
span.s1 {font-kerning: none}
Wes Sinclair is a notorious
heart-breaker, a hot as sin bad
boy with a panty-dropping
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smile no woman can resist.
Except for his best friend's
little sister and his business
adversary, Natalie Prescott,
who seems immune to his
flirtatious charms. While she's
become a permanent fixture in
his dirtiest, most scandalous
fantasies, she wants nothing to
do with him, or his seductive
promises. Challenge accepted.
His goal? To bring her to her
knees, make her beg, and show
her just how good being bad
can be.
Tennis Doubles Beyond Big
Shots with Companion Video Greg Moran 2009
50-minutes of exclusive tennis
doubles instruction and tips
featuring top teaching
professionals.
Tennis Beyond Big Shots - Greg
Moran 2006
Presents a bold back-to-thefuture approach. A new game
that moves away from power
and big shots yet is more lethal
to opponents than any booming
serve. Greg Moran shows
players of all ages and abilities
that, with simple and small
changes, you can not only
maximise your tennis wins and
big-shot-love

play longer, but also have
much more fun doing it.
Features: How you can win big
with small changes; Forgotten
shots that will raise your game;
Why good thinking tops great
strokes; Secrets of the new
'power game' to win, play and
enjoy more. A book for every
tennis enthusiast!
Big Shot - Joanna Wayne
2012-10-30
Fate brought Texas rancher
Durk Lambert face-to-face with
his ex-lover, Meghan Sinclair.
The reckless but gorgeous P.I.
had been beaten and left for
dead, with no memory of her
attacker, of Durk…or herself.
Years ago she'd broken his
heart, but no cowboy walked
away from a woman in need.
While Durk kept her safe on his
Bent Pine Ranch, his own
memories threatened
him—laughing with Meghan,
making love. He still wanted
her, but he feared Meghan was
the one woman he could never
have—and the one he'd lay
down his life to protect.
Because while Durk wanted
her to remember, a killer
needed her to forget.…
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Long Shot - Eric Walters
2002-02
After Nick and Kia meet Coach
Barkley, the new coach of the
rep team they played for the
previous year, they begin to
have second thoughts about
playing for the strict
disciplinarian who expects
perfection on the court.
Louisiana Bigshot - Julie
Smith 2003-08-18
Increasingly disturbed by her
inability to uncover the true
identity of an old friend, New
Orleans private investigator
and poet Talba Wallis takes on
a suspicious new client and
encounters an ugly secret in
the small town of Clayton,
Louisiana. Reprint.
House of Leaves - Mark Z.
Danielewski 2000-03-07
“A novelistic mosaic that
simultaneously reads like a
thriller and like a strange,
dreamlike excursion into the
subconscious.” —The New York
Times Years ago, when House
of Leaves was first being
passed around, it was nothing
more than a badly bundled
heap of paper, parts of which
would occasionally surface on
big-shot-love

the Internet. No one could have
anticipated the small but
devoted following this
terrifying story would soon
command. Starting with an odd
assortment of marginalized
youth -- musicians, tattoo
artists, programmers,
strippers, environmentalists,
and adrenaline junkies -- the
book eventually made its way
into the hands of older
generations, who not only
found themselves in those
strangely arranged pages but
also discovered a way back into
the lives of their estranged
children. Now this astonishing
novel is made available in book
form, complete with the
original colored words, vertical
footnotes, and second and third
appendices. The story remains
unchanged, focusing on a
young family that moves into a
small home on Ash Tree Lane
where they discover something
is terribly wrong: their house is
bigger on the inside than it is
on the outside. Of course,
neither Pulitzer Prize-winning
photojournalist Will Navidson
nor his companion Karen
Green was prepared to face the
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consequences of that
impossibility, until the day
their two little children
wandered off and their voices
eerily began to return another
story -- of creature darkness, of
an ever-growing abyss behind a
closet door, and of that unholy
growl which soon enough
would tear through their walls
and consume all their dreams.
Emily's Big Shot - Bryan

big-shot-love

Patrick Avery 2021
Emily has trouble
simultaneously managing her
wheelchair and passing the ball
in her class's games of floor
hockey, so classmates Dmitry
and Ryan offer to help her
improve--first lesson is learn to
relax and not get nervous.
Includes a special activity
reinforcing social emotional
learning skills.
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